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Dear Allison,
 
Yesterday, the SBS Panel of the ASC Curriculum Committee re-considered a proposal to change the
 focus and title of SHS 6742.03.
 
The Panel has indicated that further clarifications are necessary before they can vote on the course
 change. The feedback of the Panel is the following:
 

(a)    Change the expression “May-Summer Term” to “12-week Summer Term” in the second
 sentence of the Course Description.
 

(b)   Put the “additional texts” in the Carmen page into the syllabus.
 

(c)    Even though more detail is now provided for the three assignments, it is still fairly bare
 bones compared to, for example, the level of detail found in the course objective. More
 detail for the assignments  would help.

 
(d)   There are three 25 point assignments, and 10 points is given for attending each class.

 Attendance thus counts almost 60 percent of the course grade. Did you intend for
 attendance to weigh this heavily in the final grade?

 
(e)   The revision has not resolved the issue about “Report Drafts due DATE”. In the Weekly

 Schedule section, there is a “Reminder: Report drafts due per the Clinic Calendar” between
 Week 3 and Week 4, and between Week 10 and Week 11. In the Course Requirements

 section, there are two self-reflection projects due on the 8th week. And there is also a
 summary of ASHA Code of Ethics.  How are the two sections related? What exactly is the
 report in the Weekly Schedule section. Is it one of the assignments in the Course
 Requirement Sections? Providing the information will help clear up the confusion.

 
I will return SHS 6742.03 via curriculum.osu.edu in a minute to enable the department to address
 the points above.
 
Should you need further clarifications about this feedback, I encourage you to contact Professor Pok-
sang Lam, Chair of the SBS Panel (cc’d here).
 
Best regards,
Bernadette
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